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The Temple Fade, also known as a Brooklyn Fade, Low Fade, or Blow Out, is a hairstyle that
gained popularity in the early 2000s. There are many types of fades, including the low-medium
bald fade, which features low. the afro temp fade, where the hair is medium length on the top and
sides and cut short only in the. Use a fine toothed comb to help make straight lines. Sure you can
do a buzz cut at home but it won't look this good. With a sharp edge up and low fade at the
temples and neckline, this short men's haircut has .
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There are many types of fades, including the low-medium bald fade, which features low. the afro
temp fade, where the hair is medium length on the top and sides and cut short only in the. Use a
fine toothed comb to help make straight lines.
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